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For the first portion of my elective, I was selected as one of 20 medical students globally to 

participate in the Training Disaster Medicine Trainers (TdmT) initiative; a collaboration 

between the International Federation of Medical Students' Associations (IFMSA) and 

CRIMEDIM (Research Centre in Emergency and Disaster Medicine) in Italy starting July 17th. 

Before the residential aspect, the programme included a three-month, weekly e-learning 

package, aiming to give participants comprehensive knowledge of the core problems that 

physicians face in disaster environments, and methodologies to best prepare for such 

instances. 

     

Table-top and Computer Simulations 

Though I’ve always enjoyed clinical aspects of medicine, my main passion has always lied 

within management, with an appreciation for socio-political intricacies, henceforth, I felt that 

the teaching on ICS system truly brought all of these interests together. The breadth and 

multifaceted disaster response system, which requires an ICS commander to have a solid 

basic knowledge across all fields, is a truly fascinating feet one could uptake. My favourite 

portion of the course was the live simulations we undertook, beginning with table-top 

exercises, stepping up to computer simulations, and finally a real-life disaster simulation 

facilitated by CRIMEDIM in partnership with the Italian Red Cross. Pairing this practical 

simulation experience with the theoretical knowledge, especially the pathophysiology’s 

related to each disaster scenario – be that floods, earthquakes, mass collisions, or bomb 

blasts – was an incredibly stimulating experience; one that I have been hoping to have since 

starting medical school. 

   

Red Cross Base and Real-life Simulation Disaster Scenario 
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Trauma surgery, has always been a source of interest of mine. Hence, a rotation at the most 

historic unit in the country, based within the city with the highest homicide rate within the US 

was a truly remarkable experience. 
 

After, I began my rotation on the burns service, and to say 

that I was hooked would be an understatement. The 

consultant on the unit, Dr. Poulakidas (pictured), swiftly 

became one of the greatest teachers and mentors I’ve 

had the pleasure to work with. Thus, I chose to spend 

remaining three and a half weeks of my elective on his 

service.  

 

Cook County being a governmental hospital, one was 

able to observe the most weird and wonderful cases that you would not expect within one 

of the riches countries of the world due to those neglecting seeking medical care due to 

lack of insurance or legal documented status’.  

 

   
 

Being on ICU I not only had the opportunity to learn of the specific care needs of burn 

patients – such as wound care, fluid resuscitation, compartment syndrome prevention – but I 

also had the opportunity to exponentially increase my knowledge of care for a critically ill 

patient. This included learning markers for progressing deterioration, including severe co-

morbidities such as inhalation injuries, and how to manage ICU critical interventions such as 

vent management. This experience paired with two dedicated days for surgical cases per 

week in which Dr Poulakidas allowed us to assist made for the best clinical – and specifically 

surgical – rotation I have had to date. 


